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HiFX Cookie Policy
Cookies are small, often encrypted text files, located in your internet browser and are used by most websites.
We use them to help personalise your web experience, ensure you can navigate our website efficiently and
perform certain functions. Due to their core role of enhancing or enabling usability or site processes, disabling
cookies may prevent you from using certain parts of this website. It will also mean that some features on this
website will not function if you do not allow cookies.
In this section you will find information on what cookies may be set when you visit the HiFX.co.uk and
HiFXonline.co.uk websites and how to reject or delete those cookies. For additional information you may wish
to read the HiFX Privacy Policy, or visit www.aboutcookies.org which contains comprehensive information for a
variety of browsers.

1.

Introduction and General Terms
HiFX is committed to protecting you and your family’s personal information when you are using HiFX services.
We want our services to be enjoyable, easy and safe and environments for both visitors and clients.
HiFX is committed to safeguarding your personal information. Whenever you provide such information, we are
legally obliged to use your information in line with all laws concerning the protection of personal information,
including the Data Protection Act 1998 (these laws are referred to collectively in this Privacy Policy as the “data
protection laws”).
Please note that HiFX websites contain hyperlinks to websites owned and operated by third parties. These third
party websites have their own privacy policies, including cookies, and we urge you to review them. They will
govern the use of personal information you submit or is collected by cookies whilst visiting these websites. We
do not accept any responsibility or liability for the privacy practices of such third party websites and your use of
such websites is at your own risk.

2.

List of the main HiFX cookies
From time to time other cookies may be used and HiFX will therefore update the table below as promptly as
possible to ensure the list is complete.
PCSearch
Used during the sign up process to store the number of times a user tries to lookup their address and postcode
using the address look up functionality. When a user has tried repeatedly and reached the limit, a message is
displayed asking them to manually input their address and post code details. For more information or to reject
or delete this cookie visit www.aboutcookies.org which contains comprehensive information on how to do this
on a wide variety of browsers.
HiFXMarketWatchCurrencyList
Used to store user preferences for the Marketwatch page in order to show you only the currency pairs you’re
interested in. For more information or to reject or delete this cookie visit www.aboutcookies.org which contains
comprehensive information on how to do this on a wide variety of browsers.
HIFX->IgnoreJSDisabled
A unique identifier given to each computer to ensure you are not repeatedly shown messages if Javascript is
disabled on your machine. For example ‘You don’t have the most up to date version of Java installed...’ For
more information or to reject or delete this cookie visit www.aboutcookies.org which contains comprehensive
information on how to do this on a wide variety of browsers.
SC_analytics_session_cookie, SC_analytics_global_cookie
Provides anonymised statistical information regarding volume of usage, pages viewed, sources of traffic etc.
This information allows us to identify and understand our customers’ needs. We then update the website to
make it more relevant to visitors. For more information or to reject or delete this cookie visit www.aboutcookies.
org which contains comprehensive information on how to do this on a wide variety of browsers.
_utma, _utmb, _utmbc _utmz, _utmv, _utmx
We use Google Analytics to gather anonymised statistical information. This information allows us to better
identify and understand our customers’ needs. We then update the website to make it more relevant to visitors.
For more information or to reject or delete this cookie visit : http://www.google.com/policies/privacy/ads/
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__RequestVerificationToken_XXXXXXXXXXXX
Ensures the security of the data entered by users into the registration form
Conversion, GNMHiFXGBP, HiFX_DfxId, HiFX_LeadId, HiFX_LeadSourceCode, HiFX_RefCode, HiFX_ClientAffiliate,
TD_EH_0, TradeDouble_GUID, AW2993, Id, ND, PREF, SNID, tst, stc4187, sts4187, CMDD, CMID, CMPS, CMRUM2,
CMSC, CMST, HRL8, KRTBCOOKIE_27, KRTBCOOKIE_466, NSC_hvbsejb0-efm_qppm_ttm, PUBRETARGET, __
adroll, __ar_v4, _ga, _gat, anj, bkc, bkdc, bklc, bkst, bku, c, ctst, guest_id, hsk_465, I, khaos, ki_r, Ki_t, mt_misc,
mt_mop, optimizelyBuckets, OptimizelyEndUserId, OptimizelySegments, pid, put_1512, put_2760, rpb, rpx, sess,
tuuid, ud, um, umeh, Uuid, uuid2, uuidc, xtl_fle, yeildify_xxx
Used to measure the effectiveness of online marketing campaigns and to ensure we only send you information
which is relevant to you. For more information or to reject or delete this cookie visit: http://www.aboutcookies.
org
emv-pct-35802
Used to measure the effectiveness of email marketing campaigns. For more information or to reject or delete
this cookie visit www.aboutcookies.org which contains comprehensive information on how to do this on a wide
variety of browsers.
_twitter_sess, original_referer
Allows users to share HiFX content on twitter. Allows HiFX to display tweets. For more information or to reject or
delete this cookie visit www.aboutcookies.org which contains comprehensive information on how to do this on
a wide variety of browsers.
Thx_guid
Used to identify the device you are accessing our website from as an enhanced security measure.
UserNameCookie
Stores the username of the last successfully logged in user when they have ticked the “Remember my username”
tick box on the log in page.
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